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Can I Start Again Please 
Winner of the Total Theatre award for 'Innovation, Experimentation and Playing with Form' 

...Sometimes a bell rings.  It makes 
you think of bells tolling; maybe also 
of Winnie in Beckett's Happy Days.  
These women are not up to their 
neck in sand, but in words – words 
unspoken and unheard.

MacLaine's challenging, devastating 
and devastatingly good 
piece...raises pertinent questions. 
Why do those who have experienced 
abuse often take years – or even 
decades – to speak about what has 
happened to them? Why, when 
children and adults tell us about 
what has happened to them, do we 
sometimes fail to hear what they 
say? What does trauma do to 
language? 

Lynn Gardner, The Guardian
★ ★ ★ ★

Can I Start Again Please desiccates and dissects childhood 
trauma via an exploration of Wittgenstein and semantics. 
What is being investigated is the power and failings of 
language - language that tells and hide truths - sparring 
across the the heard and the unheard, the spoken and the 
unspoken.

Can I Start Again Please tells parallel narratives in parallel 
languages (English and British Sign Language) which 
intersect, diverge and build on each other to create a 
mesmerising mix of verbal, visual and physical languages to 
tell its story.  The script written by Sue MacLaine is poetic and 
full of humour and described in The Independent review as 
‘...clever, and cleverly constructed...'  It is performed by Sue 
MacLaine and Nadia Nadarajah (a native BSL user), with a 
bright, coursing and relaxed reciprocity.

The choreographer Jonathan Burrows provided dramaturgy & 
direction and Lucy Bradridge, the costumes and visual 
aesthetic.

Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2015
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SPACE
• Can I Start Again Please works 

best within a traditional black 
box space

TECH 
• Lighting: pre-rig preferred, 

General wash & 4 Specials 
(side lighting is used)

• Sound - none

PERSONNEL 
• Artists: Sue MacLaine and 

Nadia Nadarajah
• Crew: 1 Lighting Operator

THE SHOW
• 55 minutes, no interval
• Audience, 16+

WRAP-AROUND ACTIVITIES
• workshops and post-show 

discussions

“This gracefully intelligent production faces up to so much: trauma, 
barely articulable feelings, the limits of language.  You emerge 
wondering how a staging so kind can be so devastating.”  

Maxie Szalwinska, The Sunday Times

You can watch a short promotional video by clicking here: https://vimeo.com/128180896

And to read all the Four and Five star reviews, click here: http://goo.gl/1c9Zt1

https://vimeo.com/128180896
http://goo.gl/1c9Zt1
https://vimeo.com/128180896
http://goo.gl/1c9Zt1
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Sue MacLaine is a UK theatre-maker, with a singularly driven 
voice, making work because she has to with the stakes of her 
investigations high. She casts a fearless gaze - on both herself 
and her subject to write scripts that are funny, challenging 
whilst remaining compassionate and warm.  

She is particularly interested in marrying form with subject and 
was short-listed in 2012 for a Total Theatre Award in the 
category of 'Innovation, experimentation, and playing with form' 
for her work Still Life: An Audience with Henrietta Moraes 
which continues to tour art spaces and galleries.   

Sue's show 'Sid and Valerie' with Emma Kilbey was part of 
Summerhall’s festival programme in 2013 and Sprint Festival 
in 2014 and the 'Sid Lester Christmas Special' has become a 
festive season highlight.

Sue MacLaine
07970 734359 

Brighton, UK
@suemaclaine 

sue@suemaclaine.com

About the artist

“MacLaine puts so much rigour and space and care into how her audience is brought in 
to the experience. She holds her nerve and expects us to do the same - and we do. I will 
not forget the image of her and Nadia Nadarajah, sitting with us amidst the detritus of a 
failing language, ringing bells that urge us to an understanding.... It’s a vision rendered 
with consummate artistry, maturity and skill.”

Tim Crouch, writer and performer

"How do you make sense of abuse? How do you take it apart to process it? 
This profound and poetic piece—almost a performance sculpture—makes a 
start."

Matt Trueman, Fest magazine
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SICK! Festival commission

http://www.suemaclaine.com/still-life/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.suemaclaine.com/sid-valerie/
mailto:sue@suemaclaine.com
mailto:sue@suemaclaine.com
http://www.suemaclaine.com/still-life/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.suemaclaine.com/sid-valerie/

